
COMMISSIONER'S GECI ::T~d 

OBVIOUS: Added Printed Matter Cnc idF•r.:.~t:. to Old Combination 
•

The addition of print(ci nume r Wit 	the pock.. t:::. of 
the prior art tee holder for L:ie ellt'c;. 1 new use of keeping 
score, held to the obvious in vies, :. we '~ l known pocket and 

peg scoring devices such as the cr LtJa.;r: ,:core boards cited; 
keeping score using the priol art st.r.•.,c tuee. 

FINAL ACTION: 	aftLr:rcd. 

***********k**3***+rei 

This decision deal: Ni ti. 	; '1 '„ .. , Ver review by the 

Commissioner oi' Patent': of the i• ..ir 	r's I" lna1 Action 

dated Apri.l n, 197:' on apnl!at 7 	 `Chi.:, application 

was filed in the name of ferry 	Ayitewerth et a' and refer 

to "Golf acore i eiricet'" . 

In the prosecution ter,ainatee ._v the Final Action the 

examiner refused the sut:,ie et r'rti rr ci' the application 

as not containirtg patentai, e :.u., ; c t 	Ater over the prior 

and common k,r;owl.ed e 	'01,2 n' J ors , i-t 'Iter i t as fn) 1 nw7 

Canadian Patents 
436,802 	ner,t. lc}, l•)-,i, 
469,4.39 	Nov. ara, iT,0 
493,310 	June ?, 1,e, '. 
555,17`) 	•Arr il 1, 1' 
667,961 	Aug. 6, 1r)63 

United States Patent 
3,289,928 	Dec. 6, 1,'.5 	C,ou1d 

Publication  
Canadian Tire Catalogue - Spriererd C'•unmer 1968 - Pr 211. 

In the Final Action the cx min v applied the references 

and maintained. that: the counting atpaeatus of any one of 

the references to Proek-:, Tweed, ..tec,.heuse or Roxburgh is 

the mechanical e.iuivalent of a tec.• a:il holder apparatus etc.; 

it is considered that the rosltion cY' r pointer with a 

particular position relative to slots, holes or numb-ern for 

use as a counter 13 common o  o:dlnhey knowledge, <and the refer-

ences to Kowalczyk, Gould and the Canadian Tire Catalogue 



were cited to tint~ ti:„t 1' I. . ! t 	,own to w.e Jo&d ' 

hole:, for tee .uupport 	a, 	 uW; tout'v i e us.'J as 

counting means. 

In the apfl i c-Int' : r i .,T or 	r Jury, 12th  and J'tne 

30th, 1072 he reclue:A:ed cancellation of the claims :rn.i : ubmitt . 

new claims 1 and 2. in these <a.:;t: ons the applicant maintained 

that: the reference patents 'h... 	o're.. keeping devices f'oY 

the game of cribbage; the Kiev co cit t:re application cannot hr.,_ 

used interchanreah ly with thou,_' c f the reference patents; 

the 'loops in golf caps or belt:, t,re used for tee stoi•::t;e 

purposes and that numt t itr,• tht•m for use as score keeping 

devices would destroy the.: c original purpose, and that the 

prototype units hay: been placed on the market and are in 

demand. 

In view of the tact that; the applicant has, by rectuestintr 

cancellation, declared no interer't In the claims presently 

on file the Board will not consider these claims; however, 

new claims I and 2' will he con3i,:crud on their merits. 

The nature of thz a.3 lt'l-ed invention' is fairly indicated 

by new claim 1 which read. 

A roi f scorer 1I,ari:i rt;r device comprising a flat strip 
of flexible material i'clah'a lengthwise and sealed 
at the edr,es to form a pa,a ~airc thcrethrouc,h; another 
flat strip of the same snster.lal, somewhat narrower 
than the folded strip, att,r;ahod to the face of said 
folded stip at equally spaced lines to form a 
Plurality of, equal cavitie': of circular segment 
in shape, said cavities: hein of a ste to hold 
freely the stem of a standard f,olf tee therein; and 
each of said cavities hei np; visibly numbered 
consecutively, Starting with number one on the 
first cavity; in combination with a standard golf 
tee l'or inser'ti rit.1 into said cavities as mean:: of 
indicatinr the coo 'e . 



- j 

Before passing to the deter,r.Lnit:.cn of patentabiltcf 

of this combination the hoarc3 n7rees chat con:n,ercial success 

may assist in determining the prcr;ence of invention in 

cases of substantial doubt, but in all canes it must be 

viewed with caution as such success may well be due to 

causes extraneous to the invention. 

The elements of the applicant's combination particularly 

relied upon for patentability ,are, therefore, a strip of 

flexible material having a number of circular segment 

pockets attached thereto, which pockets are numbered 

consecutively starting with number one at the first of said 

pockets. 

The references to brooks, Tweed, Stockhouse and Roxburgh 

disclose various types of game boards with parallel columns 

of holes in which a peg is manually advanced from a reference 

point to count the total number of points accumulated during 

the course of a cribbage game. The holes are usually grouped 

4n sequence of five in number. 

The references to Kowalczyk, Gould and the Canadian 

Tire Catalogue basically illustrate that it is well known 

to use loops or holes to store the tees. More specifically 

the patent to Gould disuloses a golf cart accessory which 

provides two sets of numbered wheels in conjunction with 

a window to count golf strokes during the course of a 

game. The patent to Kowalczyk shows a loop structure for 

holding golf tees. The Canadian Tire Catalogue reference 

shows a tee holder for twelve tees. and a separate device 

for keeping the game ^core. 



f+'trst it is clear that the only .ilfference in the 

applicant's device from the state of the art, i.e. the 

reference to Kowalczyk. is that the applicant has added to 

the pockets indicia in order of numevical sequence starting 

from one for the purpose of keeping score of the game in 

progress. 

It is also clear that it is common in game scoring to 

use markers in conjunction with pockets (holes) of a score 

keeping device to record the score of a player, as for 

example in the cited patent to Roxburgh in which the pockets 

(holes) are numbered from 5 to 135 using every 5th indicia. 

The reference and the like cited demonstrate that the use 

of numerical indicia and markers to record game scores is 

commonly used for the purpose presently in mind; as are other 

devices such as a pointer positioned relative to slots, 

holes Or numbers for use as a counter. 

Consequently, the applicant has used the- prior art 

tee holder structure and tees as a scoring device in 

essentially the same manner. as the Well known pocket and 

peg scoring devices, and the score is clearly indicated 

whether or not the pockets bear numerical indicia, keeping 

in mind that the Roxburgh device carries such indicia on 

every 5th pocket. Thus, contrary to the holding of the 

applicant, the presence of printed matter is merely a matter 

incidental to the function or cooperation of the elements of 

the prior art combination (as shown by Kowalczyk), and as a 

score keeper, failing to provide any use which is not within 

the capabilities of such combination, or at least one which 

would not naturally occur to persons desirous of using any 

pocket and peg means for scoring. 



1~ 	_ 

As As fitt.ing, the ci.!'ct,m3tance srri I :;sue decided Jo the 

present case., in niddr'll V. Wic ic vr,:,, :;ons 

7 R.P.C..292 a test of cuvicur mess was put forward. ".Is 

the invention so obvious that it would at once occur to 

anyone acquainted wi ;:h the subject and desirous df 

accomplishing the end?" Also in Savave & Harris (l696) 

13 R.P.C. 364 at 370 the test of obviousness was set out 

along the lines: "The material question to be considered 

is whether the alleged discovery lies so much out of the 

track of what was known before or not naturally to suggest 

itself to anyone thinking on, the subject. It must not be 

the obvious or natural suggestion of what was previously 

known." (emphasis added). 

The Board, therefore, 1s satisfied that the applicant 

has not made a patentable advance in the art in his appli-

cation of a well known scoring means to a golf tee holder. 

While'the idea may well be meritorious it does not, in the 

opinion of the hoard, merit the distinction which warrants 

a claim to monopoly. 

The Board recommends that the decision of the examiner, 

to refuse the application on obviousness, be upheld. 

f;. E. Thomas, 
Chairman, 
Patent Appeal Board. 



I concur with the f1nc:inj,* of the Patent Appeal hoard 

and refuse to grant ,i patent on the subject matter of this 

application. The applicant han six months in which to 

appeal this decision in accordance with Section 44 of the 

Patent Act. 

Decision accordingly, 

i~ ..a 
~ 	̂, 

~. 

A. M. Laidlaw, 
Commissioner of Patents. 

Dated at Ottawa, Ontario, 
this 	day of August, 1972. 

Agent for Applicant  

Charles Krassov, Q.C., 
220 McEwan Ave., 
Windsor 11, Ont. 
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